EDITORIAL

O Taste and See!
Clare Redfern, commissioning editor, writes on behalf of the team
share schemes and urban allotments,
for us all to enjoy locally grown food,
whilst getting soil under our fingernails.
This is also a spiritual task. Going
against the flow, whether changing your
diet, protesting against food
regulations, or airport expansion,
demands a spirituality and a community
that will both challenge and nurture us.
So read on, and learn of how we can
together make tentative hopeful steps
towards that Shalom, where our
relationships with all people, all animals
and the whole planet embody justice,
wholeness and peace.
Magazine survey
We are extremely grateful to everyone
who took the trouble to answer our
reader feedback survey. We’ve been
given lots of ideas and suggestions for
content and design, that we plan to
follow up. The respondent who
rom the moment of birth, we have a the course of preparing this issue of
optimistically asked for an article by
Green Christian and I now make a mean Tolstoy may be disappointed, but we
complicated, intimate and
vegan burger.
emotional relationship with food: it
have included a quote.
nourishes us, comforts us, can give us
But change is never easy; our choices
health or make us sick. We can share
it, hoard it, binge on it and waste it. It’s are often limited, not least by our
"Everyone thinks of
purse. Developing new habits, and
a part of our cultural inheritance and
changing the world, but
resisting the most convenient option,
our identity.
requires much encouragement and a
no one thinks of
deep-rooted commitment to embodying
Though as individuals our contribution
changing himself."
might seem slight, collectively, through a different way of life.
the food we eat and drink, and the
Leo Tolstoy
Surely it is within hopeful and
effects of its production, our impacts
encouraging communities we are best
on soil, oceans, forests, animals and
able to bring about positive change. As With this edition of Green Christian we
people, are immense. This could also
be an area of our lives in which we have recounted in these pages, farmers in a say a big thank you to Miriam Pepper.
drought-stricken part of Cuba learnt
most room to manoeuvre to bring
Miriam became Reviews Editor in 2007
together how to enrich the land,
about change, either directly through
after joining our steering committee.
develop healthier soil, more biodiversity She continued to edit reviews for us
what we consume or through political
and stronger communities. And closer after returning to Australia to work for
lobbying.
to home, a Suffolk smallholder writes of the Uniting Church’s Earth Ministry.
how with local support, he is enabled to Thank you, Miriam, and stay in touch!"
Green Christian pioneered the LOAF
continue farming with integrity and
principles: advocating Local, Organic,
passion for the land. There are
Animal friendly and Fairtrade food, and
Paul Bodenham,
the “agroecological’” concepts described increasingly opportunities, through cropChair of Green Christian.
in this issue have much in common. It’s
about farming with respect for the longterm sustainability of the whole
community – the whole of Creation! My
eating habits have certainly changed in
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